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SUMMARY

Surveillance of newly acquired hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is crucial for understanding the

epidemiology of HCV and informing public health practice. However, monitoring such infections

via surveillance systems is challenging because they are commonly asymptomatic. A literature

review was conducted to identify methodologies used by HCV surveillance systems to identify

newly acquired infections; relevant surveillance systems in 15 countries were identified.

Surveillance systems used three main strategies to identify newly acquired infections : (1) asking

physicians to classify cases ; (2) identifying symptomatic cases or cases with elevated alanine

aminotransferases ; and (3) identifying cases with documented evidence of anti-HCV antibody

seroconversion within a specific time-frame. Case-ascertainment methods varied with greater

completeness of data in enhanced compared to passive surveillance systems. Automated systems

that extract and link testing data from multiple laboratory and clinic databases may provide an

opportunity for collecting testing histories for individuals that is less resource intensive than

enhanced surveillance.
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INTRODUCTION

Globally, an estimated 180 million people are infected

with the hepatitis C virus (HCV), with an estimated

3–4 million new infections each year [1]. In developed

countries, the primary at-risk population for HCV

infection are people who inject drugs (PWID) [1, 2],

with other related factors such as incarceration and

homelessness [3] contributing further to HCV risk.

Recently, HCV transmissions in Europe, USA, UK,

Canada, and Australia have been reported in HIV-

infected men who have sex with men who did not

report injecting drug use, suggesting that sexual risk

practices in this population may make a contribution,

albeit small, to HCV transmissions in developed

countries [4, 5]. In developing countries, in addition to

injecting drug use, unsafe medical injections and

blood transfusions still account for a significant pro-

portion of newly acquired HCV infections [2].

In 2010, the World Health Organization (WHO)

adopted a resolution calling for comprehensive pre-

vention and control of viral hepatitis [6]. Surveillance

of HCV is recommended by the WHO; however, the
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chaotic lifestyle of many PWID and non-disclosure of

risk practices stemming from stigmatizing attitudes

towards PWID mean that this at-risk group are often

not tested for HCV, or not tested in a timely fashion

[7–11]. Furthermore, newly acquired HCV is symp-

tomatic in only about 15% of cases [12]. As a result,

very few cases are detected in the early stages, with

the majority detected after the patient has either

cleared their infection spontaneously or progressed to

chronicity [13]. Furthermore, there is no incidence

assay for HCV, making it difficult to identify newly

acquired infection unless the patient has symptoms of

acute HCV or has previously tested negative for anti-

HCV antibodies.

While acknowledging the difficulty of monitoring

newly acquired HCV infection and the challenges as-

sociated with reaching PWID, robust surveillance of

HCV, including the ability to detect newly acquired

infection, has major public health implications.

Monitoring newly acquired infection is important for

identifying changes in transmission rates, identifying

patterns of infection, detecting outbreaks, providing

the capacity to evaluate the effectiveness of public

health interventions, and for developing projections

of the burden of disease [14, 15]. In addition, recent

HCV treatment studies show that patients treated in

the early stage of their infection are more likely to

attain a sustained virological response than those who

are treated in the chronic stages [16–19]. In addition

to the potential benefits for individual patients, timely

treatment of PWID has potential public health ben-

efits for the prevention of onward transmission

[20–24]. Thus, identifying newly acquired infections

has implications for individual case management and

for reducing future burden of disease.

In light of the aforementioned challenges, we con-

ducted a literature review of methodologies for

identifying newly acquired cases of HCV through

HCV surveillance. The aim was to identify reports on

existing surveillance systems and surveillance pilots

that specify methodologies for monitoring newly ac-

quired cases of HCV; and to evaluate the strengths

and weaknesses of these surveillance methodologies in

order to inform and improve surveillance of newly

acquired HCV in the future.

METHODS

Investigators conducted searches between February

2009 and March 2011 using various combinations of

the terms; hepatitis C, chronic hepatitis C, acute

hepatitis C, hepatitis C virus, population surveillance,

sentinel surveillance, enhanced surveillance, disease

notification, mandatory reporting, and registries.

Searches were conducted using Ovid Medline 1996 to

present with daily update (http://www.ovid.com/site/

catalog/DataBase/901.jsp) and ISI Web of Science

(www.isiknowledge.com). Additional peer-reviewed

and non-peer-reviewed literature were identified by

searching the bibliographies of articles identified in

these initial searches, and through searches of

government websites. Literature describing method-

ologies of HCV surveillance systems or pilots for

surveillance systems were included in the review if

they discussed surveillance methodologies for ident-

ifying newly acquired cases of HCV. Pertinent defi-

nitions of HCV surveillance and classifications of

surveillance methodologies are outlined in Table 1.

RESULTS

Literature were identified describing surveillance

methodologies for monitoring newly acquired cases of

HCV in 15 countries [27–56]. A further 20 surveillance

systems operating in these countries, and additional

surveillance systems operating in 21 other countries

were excluded because they did not distinguish

between newly acquired and other cases of HCV

[28, 57–79].

In the absence of a specific HCV incidence

assay being available, case definitions and case-

ascertainment methodologies for monitoring newly

acquired HCV differed between surveillance systems.

None of the literature explicitly discussed HCV re-

infection. Therefore, it is likely that case definitions

for newly acquired infection were designed for ident-

ifying newly acquired primary HCV infection only.

Cases were typically classified as newly acquired using

one or more of the following criteria:

(a) physician classified – no formal case definition;

(b) clinical symptoms consistent with newly acquired

viral hepatitis combined with laboratory confir-

mation of anti-HCV antibodies and/or HCV

RNA;

(c) clinical symptoms consistent with newly acquired

viral hepatitis or elevated liver function test

scores, combined with laboratory confirmation of

anti-HCV antibodies and/or HCV RNA;

(d) documented anti-HCV antibody seroconversion

within a particular time-frame (the time-frames

used ranged from 6 months to 2 years).
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These criteria are discussed in detail below.

Criterion (a) : Physician classified – no formal case

definition

Only one published study has evaluated the accuracy

of physicians’ classifications of newly acquired infec-

tions. Physicians who notified HCV cases in the

Australian state of New South Wales between August

1996 and August 1997 were asked to classify cases as

newly acquired HCV on the basis of either a previous

recent negative anti-HCV antibody test or clinical

signs of newly acquired HCV. Physicians’ classifi-

cations were evaluated throughmedical record review.

Forty-two percent of 54 cases that were classified as

newly acquired by physicians were found not to be

newly acquired during the validation process, under-

lining the challenging task facing physicians to accu-

rately classify newly acquired HCV infections [33].

Criterion (b) : Clinical symptoms consistent with

newly acquired viral hepatitis combined with

laboratory confirmation of anti-HCV antibodies

and/or HCV RNA

Case definitions for surveillance of viral hepatitis

recommended by the WHO, and official bodies in the

USA and in the European Union until 2008, have

traditionally focused exclusively on symptomatic

newly acquired HCV [15, 80, 81]. This case definition

is still used in a number of surveillance systems

operating in jurisdictions in the USA, in European

countries such as Denmark, Hungary, Portugal and

Spain, as well as some other countries such as Saudi

Arabia [27, 28, 34, 35, 45–47, 54]. Our literature

search found that no formal evaluation of this method

has been undertaken; however, this method is likely

to underreport newly acquired infection as most

newly acquired HCV cases are asymptomatic [12].

Furthermore, the subset reported may not be rep-

resentative of all HCV cases because symptomatic

patients may have different transmission routes [82]

and a different natural history to asymptomatic

patients, with clearance of infection being more likely

in symptomatic patients [12]. Moreover, collecting

clinical information is challenging and newly diag-

nosed chronic cases may be misclassified as newly

acquired cases if clinical information is not collected.

An investigation of an observed increase in HCV no-

tifications after the introduction of laboratory testing

for HCV-specific antibodies in the USA found that

about half the jurisdictions accepted cases on the basis

of laboratory reports alone, and discrete dates of

onset of symptoms were required by only 36% of

counties, leading to artificial increases in newly ac-

quired HCV case notifications [34].

Table 1. Key definitions

HCV surveillance. Systematic and continuous collection, analysis, interpretation and dissemination of information for
monitoring, at a minimum, HCV seroprevalence or incidence [14, 25, 26].
HCV-specific antibodies (anti-HCV). The presence of anti-HCV in a patient’s blood, indicating previous or current HCV

infection.
HCV RNA. The presence of HCV RNA in a patient’s blood, indicating current HCV infection. The most
common diagnostic laboratory test for detecting HCV RNA is the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Alanine aminotransferase (ALT). A marker of liver inflammation. It may be present in the blood in elevated levels during

acute HCV infection and other liver injuries. In the absence of a previous HCV test, elevated ALTs combined with detection
of anti-HCV or HCV RNA and absence of antibodies to other forms of viral hepatitis, is indicative of acute HCV infection.
However, it may also indicate advanced chronic HCV infection or liver injury from a cause other than viral hepatitis.

Primary infection.An individual’s initial HCV infection, in which they first acquire antibodies to HCV. Subsequent infections
are termed re-infections.
Newly acquired infection. An infection that has been acquired recently, including both primary infections and re-infections.

Passive case ascertainment. Surveillance methodology whereby physicians, or hospital or laboratory personnel notify
potential cases to a health department and the information that they provide is used to define cases [14, 25].
Active case ascertainment. Surveillance methodology whereby public health workers are employed to seek out
notifications from particular sites [14, 25].

Automated case ascertainment. Surveillance methodology whereby notifications are automatically generated and
electronically submitted to the health department (or equivalent) after laboratory personnel enter a positive anti-HCV
antibody test into a laboratory database, without the active involvement of public health workers, medical practitioners or

hospital or laboratory personnel [14, 27].
Enhanced case ascertainment. Surveillance methodology that involves follow-up of either the patient or physician for more
detailed information, where case classification may be changed after follow-up.
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Criterion (c) : Clinical symptoms consistent with

newly acquired viral hepatitis or elevated liver

function test scores, combined with laboratory

confirmation of anti-HCV antibodies and/or

HCV RNA

One variation on surveillance of newly acquired

symptomatic infection that allows for the inclusion of

some asymptomatic cases is adopting a case definition

that includes liver function test scores alongside

anti-HCV antibody and/or HCV RNA testing. This

method defines a laboratory-confirmed case as newly

acquired if there are clinical signs or elevated

liver function test results. Bulgaria, Greece, The

Netherlands, and Egypt utilize the latter case defi-

nition in their surveillance systems [28, 29]. This

variation allows asymptomatic cases to be reported if

there are elevated liver function test results. Although

no studies have evaluated the impact of using this case

definition, compared to definitions that require cases

to be symptomatic for inclusion, it is likely that a

greater proportion of true newly acquired cases may

be captured using this definition. There is, however, a

risk that some people with late-stage chronic HCV

may be erroneously included if their liver function is

elevated [83].

Criterion (d) : Documented anti-HCV antibody

seroconversion within a particular time-frame

(the time-frames used ranged from 6 months to

2 years)

Another method of defining newly acquired cases

that does not limit case ascertainment to symptomatic

cases is to identify cases with evidence of anti-HCV

seroconversion. That is, cases are defined as people

with a negative anti-HCV antibody test, followed by a

subsequent positive anti-HCV antibody test within a

specified time period. Australian, Canadian, Swedish

and UK surveillance systems have monitored newly

acquired infection through collecting evidence of

recent seroconversion, where recent was defined as

within 6 months (Sweden), 1 year (Canada), 2 years

(Australia), or was not defined (UK) [28, 30–33,

40–42, 55, 56]. In an Australian enhanced surveillance

system, in which cases with demonstrated antibody

seroconversion within 2 years were classified as

newly acquired, 70% of newly acquired infections

identified over an 18-month period were asympto-

matic. This is the highest reported proportion of

asymptomatic newly acquired infections identified in

any surveillance system reviewed here [12, 32], and

underlines the limitations associated with monitoring

newly acquired infections using symptomatic diag-

nostic presentations alone. In some surveillance sys-

tems, a combination of case definitions are used to

capture symptomatic cases as well as cases with prior

negative tests [28].

Case-ascertainment methodologies

While passive surveillance continues to be the domi-

nant method of surveillance in many countries, other

methods have also been used, including a range

of enhanced and automated methods, to identify

newly acquired cases (case-ascertainment method-

ologies are defined in Table 1). A recent evaluation

of newly acquired HCV surveillance in the USA,

where cases were defined on the basis of clinical and

laboratory data, found that data on clinical symp-

toms were available for 98% of cases in enhanced

surveillance systems compared to 63% of cases in

passive surveillance. Where enhanced surveillance

systems operated in the same jurisdictions as passive

systems, 22% of cases identified by enhanced sur-

veillance were not identified through passive surveil-

lance [51].

In Australia and Canada, the majority of systems

that monitored newly acquired HCV were enhanced

surveillance systems, in which evidence of prior

negative HCV-specific antibody tests or records of

clinical newly acquired infection were requested

through contact with notifying physicians or labora-

tories. A number of different enhanced surveillance

methods for identifying and/or confirming newly

acquired cases with evidence of anti-HCV antibody

seroconversion have been implemented or trialled

in these countries. These methods include systems

that collect additional information on (i) all cases

[30, 41, 42], (ii) a random subset of cases [84], and

(iii) specific subsets of cases targeted as likely new in-

fections [32]. In the latter surveillance system, cases

were targeted for follow-up if they had been nomi-

nated as newly acquired by the physician in the orig-

inal notification, had clinical or laboratory indicators

of newly acquired infection, or were aged 16–19 years.

Two pilots in the Australian state of Victoria selected

similar proportions of all notifications for follow-

up; the first used random selection (10% of cases

selected), and the second used targeted follow-up

(9% of cases selected). A greater proportion of all

notified cases were classified as newly acquired using
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targeted follow-up (3%) compared to follow-up of

randomly selected cases (1%), suggesting that the

former methodology is more efficient for identifying

newly acquired cases. When random selection was

used, almost 80% of cases that were followed up

could neither be classified as newly acquired nor per-

sistent chronic, based on the available information. A

third Australian pilot followed up all notified cases ;

when all notified cases were followed up, 4% of cases

were classified as newly acquired [32, 84]. Similarly,

a Canadian surveillance system that followed up

all notified cases classified 4% of confirmed cases as

newly acquired [42]. The Canadian system, the

Australian pilot that followed up all notified cases,

and the Australian pilot that selected a targeted group

of cases for follow-up, only classified cases as newly

acquired or other [32, 42, 84].

While enhanced surveillance is useful for collecting

detailed clinical and/or prior testing data, this method

is expensive. An alternative approach for monitoring

newly acquired HCV infection is to use automated

systems. A study in the USA found that linking lab-

oratory data from major testing laboratories with

medical records captured 96% of unique newly ac-

quired HCV diagnoses where cases were defined using

combined clinical and laboratory data [27]. Auto-

mated systems have also been used for collecting

testing history for individual patients and in this way,

identifying seroconversions. In British Columbia,

Canada, a single laboratory is responsible for all

confirmatory HCV testing. As a result, the laboratory

database was able to be used to identify individuals

with evidence of seroconversion within a specified

period (5.6 new infections per 100 000 population

were identified in 2005) [58]. In the UK, a linked-

laboratory surveillance system extracted test results

from 20 public health and hospital laboratories and

linked them using patient clinic number, date of

birth, sex and, when available, soundex (the sound of

the name). This system was able to identify repeat

HCV tests in 14% of the 12 314 individuals who were

tested for HCV at sexual health clinics between 2002

and 2007, and in those individuals, 80 anti-HCV

seroconversions were confirmed (the testing intervals

were not reported). Of the 58 144 individuals

who were tested for HCV in four former public

health laboratories and four public hospitals between

2002 and 2003, 10% had repeat tests, and in

those individuals 23 anti-HCV seroconversions were

confirmed (the median test interval was 5 months)

[55, 56].

DISCUSSION

Despite the public health importance of monitoring

newly acquired cases of HCV using surveillance, there

was very little literature in this area. The available

literature suggests that a considerable number of de-

veloped countries lack surveillance systems with the

capacity to detect newly acquired infection and that

those surveillance systems that do seek to detect newly

acquired infection are limited in their capacity to do

so. We identified surveillance systems or pilots for

surveillance systems that could identify newly ac-

quired infection in only 15 countries. In the most part,

the methods used in these systems provided unreliable

estimates of the true incidence of newly acquired

HCV. In addition, there were a considerable number

of countries without any surveillance systems capable

of identifying newly acquired infection. This demon-

strates that distinguishing between new cases and

chronic cases remains a challenge for HCV surveil-

lance.

Case definitions for surveillance of newly acquired

infections remain problematical. The WHO, some

European countries, and the USA continue to rec-

ommend surveillance of newly acquired symptomatic

infection alone despite 85% of infections being

asymptomatic. Apart from grossly underestimating

the true number of newly acquired cases, the minority

of cases that are identified using this approach also

fail to represent newly acquired cases in general, as

symptomatic cases have been found to differ in their

routes of transmission, and natural history [12, 82].

Enhanced surveillance methodologies developed in

Canada and Australia that collect information from

notifying physicians and laboratories on prior testing

histories have been able to identify asymptomatic

cases in addition to symptomatic cases. However,

these systems rely on the notifying physician provid-

ing a HCV testing history for each patient. When

cases in an Australian surveillance system were

randomly selected for follow-up, a considerable pro-

portion (80%) could not be classified due to lack of

available historical testing data. Although the

proportion of cases that could be classified as newly

acquired increased when cases were targeted for fol-

low-up based on specific criteria, enhanced surveil-

lance continues to be a resource-intensive method for

monitoring newly acquired infection [32, 84].

None of the literature reviewed discussed re-

infection, so case definitions for newly acquired HCV

are likely to have been designed mainly to identify
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newly acquired primary HCV infection. Indeed,

until recently there was little awareness of HCV re-

infection [85]. However, recent studies have shown

that re-infection incidence is as high, or potentially

higher, than primary infection incidence in PWID

[86–94]. While criteria for classifying newly acquired

infection based on anti-HCV seroconversion [cri-

terion (d) above] exclude newly acquired re-infection,

criteria based on clinical symptoms and/or elevated

alanine aminotransferases (ALT) [criteria (b) and (c)

above] cannot distinguish between newly acquired

primary infection and newly acquired re-infection.

Automated laboratory surveillance has been used

in a limited capacity in some jurisdictions and appears

to be a promising method for identifying newly ac-

quired cases. Using automated laboratory surveil-

lance, anti-HCV antibody testing history can be

collated for individual patients, enabling the identifi-

cation of newly acquired primary infections [55, 56].

Newly acquired primary infection can be confirmed

on the basis of an anti-HCV negative test followed by

an anti-HCV positive test or on the basis of a single

anti-HCV-negative, HCV RNA-positive test [95–97].

Single anti-HCV-positive tests with elevated ALT re-

sults and exclusion of HBV seroconversion may be

classified as possible newly acquired cases if there was

no previous anti-HCV test ; however, in this case it is

not possible to classify participants as having primary

infection or re-infection.

Although this has not been implemented, if longi-

tudinal HCV RNA testing for individual HCV-

exposed patients were available, this would enable

automated laboratory surveillance systems to identify

newly acquired re-infections in addition to newly ac-

quired primary infections. In this context, the simplest

case definition for a newly acquired re-infection is one

anti-HCV-positive, HCV RNA-negative test followed

by an HCV RNA-positive test. However, this defi-

nition lacks specificity because it cannot distinguish

between re-infection and reduction in HCV viral load

below the limit of detection followed by an increase in

HCV viral load. The specificity could be improved by

requiring evidence of either multiple consecutive

HCV RNA-negative tests prior to the HCV RNA-

positive test or a change in HCV genotype. Similar

classification schemes for re-infection have been used

in longitudinal studies of HCV re-infection in PWID

[86–93].

Regardless of the case definitions used, the ability

of a linked-laboratory surveillance system to identify

newly acquired primary infections, re-infections

and/or co-infections will depend on the frequency at

which high-risk groups are tested in the community.

Currently, there are no Australian, Canadian, or USA

HCV guidelines that specify the frequency at which

high-risk groups should be tested. The European

Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction

advise testing PWID for a range of infections includ-

ing HCV every 6–12 months (although specific

laboratory tests are not mentioned) [98] ; however,

HCV-specific European practice guidelines do not

discuss frequency of testing [99–102]. If HCV testing

frequency guidelines were developed, automated lab-

oratory surveillance systems would provide an op-

portunity to evaluate implementation through

monitoring how often at-risk populations are tested

for HCV and which tests are performed.

The surveillance of newly acquired infection has

multiple purposes, including some that are motivated

at the individual level (e.g. facilitation of early treat-

ment to prevent HCV progression) and some that are

motivated at the public health level (e.g. preventing

onward transmission of HCV, predicting future dis-

ease burden and health system requirements, identify-

ing changes in transmission rates and patterns of

infection, detecting outbreaks, and providing the

capacity to evaluate the effectiveness of public health

interventions). While the ability of the system to de-

liver on these functions will be sensitive to the HCV

testing frequency in the population, it is worth noting

that many of these functions could be achieved with

testing frequencies of 1–2 years or longer. Studies of

combination pegylated interferon-ribavirin treatment

for HCV have shown that cases treated within the

first 2 years of infection have high treatment success

rates [16–19] ; and the introduction of newer, more

effective, therapies may mean that this window of op-

portunity for early treatment will become longer in the

future [103, 104]. Infections that do not result in

spontaneous clearance are responsible for the majority

of disease burden, and are also most amenable to

treatment interventions, so in order to project future

disease burden and health system requirements and

facilitate treatment interventions, identifying infec-

tions prior to spontaneous clearance is unnecessary.

Notably, frequent testing should be targeted to those

most at risk of infection and onward transmission. In

particular, in order to effectively prevent onward

transmission of HCV in PWID, the main consider-

ation is that infections need to be identified while

the individual is still injecting, highlighting the im-

portance of regularly testing this group for HCV [94].
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We acknowledge that the surveillance systems

identified are likely to represent only a subset of

all HCV surveillance systems operating globally,

and that some relevant literature may not have

been included due to limiting our review to the

English-language literature. Nonetheless, our findings

suggests the important field of HCV surveillance has

not been sufficiently studied nor communicated, and

significant resourcing is required to undertake re-

search into developing surveillance systems that ad-

equately monitor the disease.

Despite the importance of accurately monitoring

the extent of HCV transmission in the population

through the accurate detection of newly acquired

HCV infection, this review found that most HCV

surveillance systems are limited in their ability to

identify such infections. This finding suggests it is time

to rethink how we undertake HCV surveillance.

Current case definitions are limited for detecting

newly acquired primary infection and do not consider

newly acquired re-infection. Passive and enhanced

case-ascertainment methods have similarly had lim-

ited success in identifying newly acquired infections.

Automated extraction of data collected by labora-

tories is one possible alternative to passive and en-

hanced surveillance. More research is required to

determine whether data-linkage between laboratories

can be used to collect longitudinal testing data on in-

dividuals who are at risk of acquiring HCV or have

already been exposed to HCV, and whether this

method can be used to effectively identify new infec-

tions, including re-infections. The ability of labora-

tory surveillance systems to identify newly acquired

infections will depend on the testing frequency of at-

risk groups; nonetheless, at minimum, automated

linked laboratory systems provide an opportunity

to investigate and evaluate clinical HCV testing

practices.
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